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Editorial note 
 
Dear Mycorrhiza 
 
Unfortunately no answers to our UFOs except stunned silence and befuddlement by 
me and Nicole.  However, because the UFO’s are slowly but surely starting to pile up 
dangerously, I thought I’d send out more UFO’s in the follow-up letters.  I have a 
feeling that the one in this letter will also remain a mystery…They are immensely 
pretty though. 
 
I also want to welcome three more special friends of the list.  These three people were 
here two weeks ago on a collecting trip of slime moulds. I briefly mentioned slime 
molds in one of the newsletters but will devote a newsletter to them later.  The first of 
these is Katie Winsett who is busy recording the slime molds in South Africa as part 
of a global project on slime molds.  Prof. James Cavender actually works with a 
different type of slime mold called cellular slime molds.  Dr Nicole Cavender is his 
daughter but she knows more of mycorrhiza (how apt) and ecology. All of them are 
from the USA. 
 
Enjoy! 
Marieka 
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UFOs 

 
UFO 9 – yellow trumpet from Sabie (Nicole) 
 

 
“Lou-Nita and I found it growing on a dead pine stump in Sabie, the closest I can 
come to is a Pleurotus cornucopiae, "Trumpet Oyster", but if I recall and looking 
closely at my pics, there don't seem to be any gills, the stipe is smooth, and the colour 
is way too bright. Gorgeous specimen though.”  
Gorgeous pictures too. If only it had gills, then I had some candidate 
names…Probably some chanterelle. 
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UFO 10 – wow, its pretty (Gisele) 
 

 
 
Now why can I not find the e-mail…but I remember that Gisele found it on one of her 
morning walks in Durban. The next day it disappeared, so either was removed or 
wilted. She could thus not really dig it up and study it. 
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UFO 11 – mauve mushroom with interesting cap (Sam Davies) 
 

 
 
Sam found these interesting shrooms twice (year apart) in Pietermaritzburg.  The 
peeling cap is real, they always look like this.  Sam also filled in the collecting and 
morphological sheets, which helps immensely.  I copied them below.  Various of us 
had some candidate names, but nothing really fits. If I key it out with my 
encyclopaedia of British fungi I end up with Psathyrella, and some of the species do 
have interesting caps. 
 
“All these examples grew in the ground. The caps you can more or less see for your 
self. The cap is appendiculate, with remnants of a tissue like membrane. The lamella 
are a pinkish colour and are free of the stipe. Lamella are crowded and are full to 
intermediate entire. The stipe is central and equal. Stipe looks like it has soft fur on it. 
Stipe has no ring or ring zone. Unfortunately I did not remove the mushroom 
completely from the soil and I am unable to tell you more about the bottom of the 
stipe.” 
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Collecting number 2005/02/27  10:18/24 
Fungus agaricales (unknown) 
Locality:GPS n/a 
 Altitude 1500m 
 Province/area pietermaritzburg 
 Specific location and precision of sighting in botanical garden on path indigenous forest section 
Collector sam davies 
Date(dd/mm/yy) 27/02/2005 
Habitat:habitat indigenous forest 
Substrate or host moist soil 
Symptom on host not applicable 
Nearest tree cussonia spicata 
Photo: habit, top & bottom, scale, special features available 
Spore print have three spore prints of different specimens dark brown 

in colour slightly lighter in younger specimen 
Microscope slide  
Other info:Weather conditions sunny after two days good rain 
Abundance i have seen 5 in a two year period 
Growth habit one or two at a time 
Vegetation mixed vegitation cussonia spicata being the closest 
Rot: Stage of decomposition n/a 
   Type of wood n/a 
   Type of rot n/a 
Type of ground red clay type of soil part of a path way quite exposed but  

normally well shaded 
Colour light purple when fresh 
Colour changes none noticed 
Texture velvety cap 
Odour no distinctive odour faint mushroom 
Other comments 
 

all the examples of this mushroom have been seen within  
5 meter`s o f one another. they do not seem to be durable. 
all the examples had a dark brown ring on the centre of the 
cap this ring differs in size from one to mushroom to next 
but are always present. This ring or crown has upturned 
sides the outside of which has the beautiful 
purple colour and the inside is dark brown 
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MORPHOLOGICAL ID SHEET (adapted from Vd Westhuizen & Eicker, 1994) 
Growth habit:  Rosette  
 Multiple fans  
with stipe Solitary/single x 
 Scattered   
 Clustered/tufted  
 Grouped  
sessile Solitary/single x 
 Scattered   
 Clustered/tufted  
 Grouped  
Attachment to substrate Stipitate (with stipe) x 
 Sessile  
 Substipitate  
 Imbricate/overlapping  
 Effuse-reflexed  
 Resupinate   
Cap shapes Convex x 
 Conical   
 Bell-shaped/campanulate  
 Hemispherical  
 Egg-shaped  
 Plane/flat x 
 Funnel-shaped/infundibuliform  
 Umbonate/umbrella shape  
 Broadly umbonate  
 Depressed  
 Deeply depressed  
Fruit body form (from above) Circular X 
 Fan-shaped/flabellate  
 Petal-shaped/petaloid  
 Spatula-shaped/spathulate  
 Oyster-shaped  
 Hoof-shaped/ungulate  
 Bracket-shaped/dimidiate/shelf-like  
Cap margins (surface view) Entire  
 Crenate  
 Crisped  
 Undulate/wavy  
 Lobate/lobed  
 Appendiculate (with veil remnants) X 
Cap margins (sectional view) Inrolled  
 Incurved  
 Decurved  
 Plane X 
 Upturned  
 Acute  
 Obtuse  
Lamellae attachment Free X 
 Adnexed/narrowly attached  
 Adnate/broadly attached  
 Notched  
 Decurrent/running down stipe  
 Notched with decurrent tooth  
 Seceding/separating  
 Depressed (tubes)  
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Lamellae spacing Distant  
 Subdistant  
 Close x 
 Crowded x 
 Intermediate lengths x 
 Forked  
 Fanned/fanning  
Lamellae margins Entire x 
 Crenate  
 Crisped  
 Wavy  
 Eroded  
 Serrate  
 Serrulate  
 Lacinate  
Types of stipe Central x 
 Excentric  
 Lateral  
Stipe shapes Cylindrical/equal x 
 Tapering towards base  
 Tapering downwards  
 Bulbous base  
 Rooting base  
 Tapering upwards   
 Clavate/club-shaped  
 Subclavate  
Types of stipe surface Reticulate/netlike white fur 
 Scabrous  
 Glandular dotted  
 Longitudinally striate  
Types of ring Pendant/pendulous absent 
 Flaring  
 Sheathing  
 Double  
 Cobwebby  
 Ring zone  
Types of volva Scaly absent 
 Close-fitting  
 Ringed/zoned  
 Sac-like  
Pore shapes Radially elongate  
 Pore mouths angular, partitions thick  
 Daedaloid/maize-like/labyrinthiform  
 Pore mouths circular  
 Pore mouths compound  
 Lenzitoid  
Size (small, medium, large)  medium 
Cap (smooth, warty, scaly, granulose, fibrillos  

hygrophanous, viscid, glutinous) 
dark crown with turned 
up sides 

Colour of spore print  dark brown 
Habitat and function  soil (unknown) 
Colour of stipe  light pink to white 
Colour of lamellae/gills  light brown  
Colour of cap  light purple to mauve 
Discolouration  none noticed 
Smell and texture  faint mushroom smell 
Other features/notes my ref: 2005/02/27  10:18/24  
 
 


